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What is R&D?
Research and experimental development comprise creative and systematic work 
undertaken to increase the stock of knowledge—including knowledge of 
humankind, culture, and society—and its use to devise new applications of 
available knowledge.

Basic research: Experimental or theoretical work undertaken primarily to acquire new knowledge of the underlying 
foundations of phenomena and observable facts, without any particular application or use in view.

Applied research: Original investigation undertaken in order to acquire new knowledge; directed primarily, however, 
toward a specific, practical aim or objective. 

Experimental development: Systematic work, drawing on knowledge gained from research and practical 
experience and producing additional knowledge, which is directed to producing new products or processes or to 
improving existing products or processes (OECD 2015).

-NSF, National Science Board / Figures from NSF



Changing Face of Corporate R&D

“To be successful, innovation requires 
an intensive, hard-to-monitor effort 
from the participants, often working 
together.”



Changing Face of Corporate R&D

“How do incentives actually 

work in the real world?”



Changing Face of Corporate R&D

“Can creative exploration coexist with 
incentive compensation?”



Changing Face of Corporate R&D

● Netflix - movie recommendation algorithm 
● Trends towards decentralized and incentive-based R&D
● Windows Mobile, Kodak, Bell Labs 
● Favoring of divisional laboratories over central research facilities



The Rise of Open Source

● Software industry trend
● Market laggards have desire to open source
● Programming promise to share code with public
● Other trends: strategic alliances, competitions, and divisional labs
● Non-pecuniary benefits drive motivation (ego, satisfaction)



Taking Stock of Decentralization
● Stein Model (1997)
● Executives vs the technologist (information asymmetries)
● Internal capital markets - diversified firms find it difficult to redeploy capital 

into sectors with better investment opportunities
● Patent research on firm takeovers in unrelated industries (corellary with 

lower patent quality), Seru (2014)
● Core area research shows high levels of patent quality - the power of 

focus



Taking Stock of Decentralization



Appearance of Incentives

● Incentive model over last 20 years
● MLB and Schlumberger
● 1980s - rising tide against linking pay to performance (especially at larger firms)
● Other incentives include: stocks, other forms of equity, stipulated share of firm 

profits, promotions, future pay
● However, incentivized research still persists
● Research

○ IpPerformance Group (2011)
○ Neumeyer (1971)
○ Zenger and Lazzarini (2004)



Taking Stock of Increased Incentives
● Agency Theory and increased incentives (financial or non-pecuniary); Researchers are 

agents of corporate shareholders
● Expectancy models demonstrate relationships between incentives, effort, and 

performance
● Various studies done and many seem to replicate positive relationships (steel, glass, 

even golf)
● Motivation crowding-out is a concern with too high financial incentives
● Intrinsic Motivation Principle of Creativity by Teresa Amabile
● Manso (2011) argued for perfect combination of short-term protections and long-term 

rewards
● Research

○ Ichniowski et al. (1997)
○ Ehrenberg and Bognanno (1990)
○ Amabile (1982)
○ Manso (2011)



Taking Stock of Increased Incentives



Taking Stock of Increased Incentives

● Long-term incentives seem to have stronger outcomes
● Little association between short-term incentives for corporate R&D managers 

and innovation
● Research

○ Azoulay et al. (2009)
○ Wulf and Lerner (2006)


